The effects of the most potent aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) agonist 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) on bile acid (BA) homeostasis was examined in male and female wild-type and AhR-null mice shortly after 4-day exposure, rather than at a later time when secondary non-AhR dependent effects are more likely to occur. TCDD had similar effects on BA homeostasis in male and female mice. TCDD decreased the concentration of total-(Σ) BAs in liver by approximately 50% (all major BA categories except for the non-6,12-OH BAs), without decreasing the expression of the rate limiting BA synthetic enzyme (Cyp7a1) or altering the major BA regulatory pathways (FXR) in liver and intestine. Even though the Σ-BAs in liver were markedly decreased, the Σ-BAs excreted into bile were not altered. TCDD decreased the relative amount of 12-OH BAs (TCA, TDCA, CA, DCA) in bile and increased the biliary excretion of TCDCA and its metabolites (TαMCA, TUDCA); this was likely due to the decreased Cyp8b1 (12α-hydroxylase) in liver. The concentration of Σ-BAs in serum was not altered by TCDD, indicating that serum BAs do not reflect BA status in liver. However, proportions of individual BAs in serum reflected the decreased expression of Cyp8b1. All these TCDD-induced changes in BA homeostasis were absent in AhR-null mice. In summary, through the AhR, TCDD markedly decreases BA concentrations in liver and reduces the 12α-hydroxylation of BAs without altering Cyp7a1 and FXR signaling. The TCDD-induced decrease in Σ-BAs in liver did not result in a decrease in biliary excretion or serum concentrations of Σ-BAs.
Introduction
Efficient biliary excretion is crucial for (1) protecting the organism from harmful xenobiotics (metabolism, and excretion), (2) elimination of excess or toxic endogenous compounds and (3) metabolic/endocrine coordination of liver, intestine, and intestinal microbiome. The primary driving force of the enterohepatic circulation is the synthesis and secretion of bile acids (BAs) into the bile canaliculi by the hepatocytes, and the active re-uptake of BAs by intestine and liver.
Amphiphilic BAs are synthesized from cholesterol through multiple enzymatic steps in the classic (neutral) and alternative (acidic) BA synthetic pathways. The ratelimiting enzyme of the BA synthesis is cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase (CYP7A1), a cytochrome P450 enzyme that converts cholesterol to 7α-hydroxycholesterol in the classic pathway. The alternative pathway (Cyp27a1 and Cyp7b1) has been reported to contribute an average of 9%, 35%, 55% and 50% to the total bile acid synthesis in humans, female mice, male mice and rats, respectively (Vlahcevic et al., 1997; Duane and Javitt, 1999; Schwarz et al., 2001 ).
The sterol 12α-hydroxylase (CYP8B1) enzyme is solely responsible for the biosynthesis of the trihydroxy-BA, cholic acid (CA), in both pathways. Therefore the activity of Cyp8b1 controls the hydrophobicity of the BA pool through the ratio of CA to chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) in humans (Gafvels et al., 1999; Vlahcevic et al., 2000) . In addition to CA and CDCA in rodents, 6-OH BAs, namely α-and β-muricholic acids (MCA) are formed. After synthesis, the primary BAs are conjugated with glycine or taurine to increase solubility and decrease pKa. Conjugated BAs are actively transported into the biliary canaliculi by the bile salt export protein (Bsep) and Multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 (Mrp2) (Keppler et al., 1999; Stieger et al., 2007) . In the intestinal lumen, primary BAs are further metabolized by the intestinal microbiome, producing secondary bile acids such as deoxycholic acid (DCA) and lithocholic acid (LCA). BAs are reabsorbed in the terminal ileum by the apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (Asbt) and are effluxed into the portal circulation by organic solute transporter (Ost)α/β (Hagenbuch and Dawson, 2004) . In the liver, the Ntcp and Oatp1b2 transporters are responsible for the uptake of conjugated and unconjugated BAs (Ananthanarayanan et al., 1988; Cattori et al., 2000; Csanaky et al., 2011; Slijepcevic et al., 2015) .
BA concentrations and composition of the BA pool is regulated primarily by the intestinal FXR (through Fgf15-Fgfr4) and hepatic FXR (through Shp) that regulate BA synthesis and transporters (Goodwin et al., 2000; Inagaki et al., 2005) . Adaptive responses in the biliary excretion for elimination of xeno-and endogenous compounds is crucial for survival. Therefore environmental chemicals and endogenous compounds are detected by various nuclear receptors and other transcription factors (e.g. AhR, PXR, CAR, PPARα, Nrf2) that regulate drug metabolism genes and transporters (Aleksunes and Klaassen, 2012) . It can be hypothesized that these nuclear receptors have an impact not only on drug metabolism genes but also have effects on BA homeostasis as part of the adaptive response to xenobiotics.
One of these xenosensors is the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), which is a member of the helix-loop-helix receptors (Burbach et al., 1992) . AhR is activated by several exogenous ligands such as dioxinlike compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, plant flavonoids, polyphenols, indoles and endogenous tryptophan metabolites (Murray et al., 2014) . Activated AhR translocates to the nucleus where it heterodimerizes with the AhR nuclear translocator (ARNT) (Reyes et al., 1992) . The AhR-ARNT complex binds to aryl hydrocarbon response elements (AHREs) and causes changes in the transcription of target genes such as Cyp1a1 (Probst et al., 1993) . AhR activation is also essential for normal organ development, regulation of immune response and the endocrine system, and upregulation of drug metabolism enzymes (e.g. Cyp1a1, 1a2, 1b1, Ugt1a1). However continuous activation of AhR receptor leads to weight loss, immunosuppression, hepatic steatosis, and cancers (Nebert, 2017). 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) is the most potent exogenous model activator of the AhR, and this receptor is necessary to mediate most of the toxicity of TCDD (Fernandez-Salguero et al., 1996) . Chronic TCDD exposure leads to increased lipid accumulation in the liver, causing steatosis, steatohepatitis, and fibrosis (Nault et al., 2016; Nault et al., 2017) . TCDD increases hepatic cholesterol and the excess cholesterol enhances BA production, but later Cyp7a1 is repressed (Fletcher et al., 2005; Dere et al., 2011; Kakizuka et al., 2015) . TCDD also decreases bile flow in a dose-dependent manner, with a gradually delayed onset reaching the lowest rate between 10 and 20 days after TCDD administration (Yang et al., 1977) . BA excretion in rats decreased 10 days after a single dose of 25 μg/kg TCDD (Peterson et al., 1979) . Adding CA and dehydro-CA to feed decreases the lethality of TCDD in mice, whereas adding cholestyramine increases the lethality (Manara et al., 1982) . However, in rats, adding CA to the lab chow did not decrease the lethality caused by high dose TCDD (Manara et al., 1984) . UDCA was also found protective against TCDD-induced testicular injury in mice (Kwon et al., 2004) . It was also found that TCDD augments liver damage in bile duct-ligated mice (Ozeki et al., 2011) Although the previous studies strongly suggest that BA homeostasis is changed by TCDD, none systematically examined the early (direct) effects of the model AhR activator compound TCDD on BA homeostasis. Therefore the present study aimed to examine the short-term (5-day) effects of TCDD on individual bile acids, synthetic enzymes, transporters and regulators in wild-type and AhR-null mice. Because some responses to TCDD have been reported to be different in male and female mice (Lee et al., 2015) , studies were done in both male and female mice to reveal possible gender-specific effects of TCDD on bile acid homeostasis. It is also known that TCDD and its analogs can affect the composition of the microbiome (Zhang et al., 2015) , therefore, in the present study, TCDD was administered intraperitoneally to decrease the potential direct effects of TCDD on the intestinal microbiome.
Materials and methods

Chemicals
Bile acid standards were purchased from Steraloids, Inc. (Newport, RI) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The AhR ligand 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) was a generous gift from Dr. Karl K. Rozman (University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS). All other chemicals including corn oil were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted.
Animals
Male and female C57BL/6 wild-type (WT) mice were obtained from Charles River Laboratories, Inc. (Wilmington, MA). Mice were acclimated for at least one week in a standard temperature-, light-, and humidity-controlled facility accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International. Mice were provided Laboratory Rodent Chow 8604 (Harlan, Madison, WI) and drinking water ad libitum. Studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of University of Kansas Medical Center. To use mice of approximately the same weight, male mice were used at 12-15 weeks of age, whereas females were 16-19 weeks of age.
Tissue collection following TCDD treatment
Although TCDD induces the mRNA expression of Cyp1a1 within 24 h (Forgacs et al., 2013) , the increase in protein of other AhR target Cyps are delayed after 72 h of TCDD exposure (Santostefano et al., 1997) . Evaluating the short-term effects of TCDD on BA homeostasis also requires a few enterohepatic recirculations of BAs to reach a new steady state before the obvious onset of long-term (wasting) effects of TCDD. Based on these considerations, we used the dosing schedule of our previous study to maximize the short-term AhR activation, also, this dosing schedule makes the results comparable with our other nuclear receptor agonists studies (Petrick and Klaassen, 2007; Lickteig et al., 2016) . Corn oil (5 ml/kg) or TCDD (37 μg/kg/5 ml in corn oil) was administered intraperitoneally (i.p.) for four consecutive days to male and female mice (6-8 mice per group). At 24 h after the last administration of TCDD, mice were anesthetized with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital (Nembutal, Lundbeck Inc., Deerfield, IL), blood was collected from the suborbital veins, and livers and ilea were harvested. Serum samples were separated using Microtainer separating tubes (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until further analysis.
Bile collection following TCDD treatment
To assess the effect of TCDD on biliary excretion of BAs, separate groups of male and female mice were treated with either corn oil vehicle or TCDD as mentioned above. On day 5, mice were anesthetized with a ketamine/midazolam mixture (100 and 5 mg/kg, respectively, i.p.) and the common bile duct of each mouse was cannulated with the shaft of a 30-gauge needle attached to PE-10 tubing. Bile was collected for 40 min in pre-weighed 0.6-ml microcentrifuge tubes that were immersed in ice. The volume of bile samples was determined gravimetrically, taking 1.0 as specific gravity.
RNA extraction
The total RNA of livers and ilea was extracted using RNA-Bee reagent (Tel-Test, Inc., Friendswood, TX), according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNA concentrations were quantified using a NanoDrop1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE) at a wavelength of 260 nm. RNA integrity was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining of 5 μg of total RNA to visualize intact 18S and 28S bands.
Messenger RNA quantification
The majority of mRNA of genes in liver and ileum samples were quantified using QuantiGene Plex 2.0 Assay (Affymetrix/Panomics, Inc., Fremont, CA). Individual bead-based oligonucleotide probe sets, specific for each gene examined, were developed by Affymetrix/ Panomics, Inc. Genes and reference sequence numbers are available at https://www.thermofisher.com (sets #21330 and #21383). Samples were analyzed using a Bio-Plex 200 System Array reader with Luminex 100 xMAP. Data were acquired using Bio-Plex Data Manager version 5.0 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
In addition to the bead array, for some mRNAs, reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) was applied, namely Abca1, Abcg5, Abcg8, Atp8b1, Bcrp, ß-klotho, Ent1, Ibabp, Mate1, Mdr1, Mrp1, Mrp4, Mrp6, Oatp1a4, Oatp2b1, Oat2, Oct1, Ostα, and Ostß as described recently in detail (Lickteig et al., 2016 ; Renaud et al., Fig. 1 . Effect of TCDD on hepatic concentrations of total bile acids (top), individual T-conjugated bile acids (middle), and individual unconjugated bile acids (bottom) in WT male (blue bars) and female mice (red bars). Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day livers were harvested and individual BAs were quantified by UPLC-MS/MS. Bars represent the mean ± SE mice per group. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT mice. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), lithocholic acid (LCA), males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), Non-6, non-12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 2016). Briefly, total RNA was reverse transcribed with the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA). Power SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) was used for qPCR analysis. Fluorescence was quantified with an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real Time PCR System. Differences in gene expression between groups were calculated using the comparative ΔΔCt method. All data were standardized to the internal control ribosomal protein L13A (liver) or glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (ileum). Relative mRNA levels were calculated with vehicle controls set at 100% for each gender.
Bile acid analysis in liver, bile, and serum
Sample extraction and quantification of individual BAs by UPLC-MS/MS were performed according to methods described previously (Alnouti et al., 2008; Zhang and Klaassen, 2010) .
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with an IBM-SPSS 23.0 computer program (IBM, Armonk, NY). Individual values were log- Fig. 2 . Effect of TCDD on hepatic composition of individual bile acids in WT male and female mice. Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day livers were harvested and the individual BAs were quantified by UPLC-MS/MS. Each section in pie charts and bars was calculated to represent the mean proportion of an individual BA relative to the Σ-BA concentration. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), lithocholic acid (LCA), males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), Non-6-, non-12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 transformed to obtain normal distribution. The differences between control and TCDD exposed groups were determined by Student t-test with significance set at p < 0.05. All data are presented as the mean ± S.E.M. Asterisks (*) denote differences between control and TCDD-exposed male or female mice.
Experiments on AhR-null mice
To determine whether AhR is responsible for the TCDD-induced changes in WT mice, the same studies were performed simultaneously with AhR-null mice as mentioned above with WT mice. AhR-null mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and were characterized previously (Schmidt et al., 1996) . Mice were backcrossed to (> 99% congenic) to Charles River C57BL/6 background. Because TCDD did not significantly alter BA homeostasis in AhR-null mice, the results with AhR-null mice are presented in the Supplemental section. Fig. 1 demonstrates the concentrations of BAs in livers of corn oiland TCDD-exposed mice. TCDD produced a marked decrease in BA concentrations in the liver. TCDD decreased the concentration of Σ-BAs in both males (−53%) and females (−43%). TCDD diminished the concentrations of T-BAs (M: −53%, F: −42%), U-BAs (M: −50%, F: −64%), 1°BAs (M: −50%, F: −50%), and 2°BAs (M: −69%, F: −50%) in livers of WT male and female mice (Fig. 1, top panels) . TCDD reduced the 12-OH BAs −61% and −54%, and reduced 6-OH BAs −42% and −33% in the livers of male and female mice, respectively. Surprisingly, the non-6,12-OH BAs were not altered by TCDD in either gender. After TCDD exposure, the decrease of hepatic 12-OH BAs was due to the marked decreases in TCA (M: −59%, F: −53%), TDCA (M: −75%, F: −57%), and CA (M: −84%, F: −65%). In addition, in female mice, the decreased concentration of DCA (−76.2%) also contributed to the lower amount of hepatic 12-OH BAs. The decrease in hepatic concentration of the 6-OH BAs was mainly due to the decrease of TωMCA (M: −78%, F: −56%), and ωMCA (M: −74%, F: −59%). In female mice, the concentrations of other 6-OH BAs, namely Tα+βMCA (−22%) and βMCA (−53%) were also decreased in the liver by TCDD. Although the cumulative concentration of non-6,12-OH BAs did not change significantly in male and female mice, the hepatic concentration of UDCA in female mice decreased (−69%) after TCDD exposure.
Results
Effects of TCDD on hepatic concentrations and composition of bile acids
The relative proportions of the individual BAs in livers of male and female corn oil or TCDD-exposed mice are presented in Fig. 2 . The Tconjugated BAs represented over 93% of the BAs in liver, and TCDD treatment did not change the proportion of T-BAs and U-BAs in either male or female mice (Fig. 2, top pie charts) . The proportion of 1 0 BAs was 84% and 80%, whereas the percentage of 2 0 BAs was 16% and 20%
in male and female control mice, respectively. The fraction of 2 0 BAs decreased in males (−5%), but not in female mice (−2%) after TCDD treatment (Fig. 2 , middle pie charts). In the livers of control mice, the most abundant bile acids were 12-OH BAs (M: 59%, F: 61%), followed by 6-OH BAs (M: 35%, F: 32%). The smallest fraction was the non-6,12-OH BAs (M: 6%, F: 7%). TCDD treatment almost doubled the non-6,12-OH BAs in both males and females, whereas the percentage of 12-OH BAs were reduced in both males (−9%) and females (−12%). Although TCDD tended to increase the proportion of 6-OH BAs in both genders, it was significant only in female mice (+6%). TCDD increased the relative proportion of TCDCA (M: +4%, F: +4.1%), Tα+βMCA (M: +6.5%, F: +8%), TUDCA (M: +1%, F: +1.7%), TLCA (M: +0.2%), CDCA (M: +0.15%), αMCA (M: +0.4%), whereas TCDD decreased the relative proportion of TCA (M: −5.3% (NS), F: −9.8%) TωMCA (M: −3.6%), CA (M: −1.3% (NS), F: −0.2%), ωMCA (M: −0.5%).
To determine whether the AhR is responsible for the above mentioned TCDD-induced changes, a similar experiment was performed with AhR-null mice. In contrast to WT mice, TCDD did not significantly influence the hepatic concentration of any BA (Suppl. Fig. 1 ). The results from AhR-null mice are available in the Supplemental materials.
Effects of TCDD on liver weight and bile flow
TCDD increased liver weights of male (+20%) and female (+53%) mice (Fig. 3, top panels) . TCDD did not alter the bile flow calculated either per body weight or per liver weight in male mice (Fig. 3 . Left middle and bottom left panels), but in females, TCDD increased bile flow by 47% when it was calculated per body weight (Fig. 3 , right middle panel). Nevertheless, there were no significant differences in bile flow between control and TCDD-exposed female mice when calculated per gram liver weight (Fig. 3, bottom right panel) . In AhR-null mice the liver weight was not altered by TCDD. Surprisingly, however, the bile flow per body weight decreased 25% in TCDD-exposed male AhR-null mice, but not in female mice (Suppl. Fig. 2 ).
Effects of TCDD on biliary excretion and composition of bile acids
The effects of TCDD on biliary excretion of BAs are shown in Fig. 4 . TCDD did not alter the biliary excretion of Σ-BAs, T-BAs, U-BAs, or 1°BAs, but significantly decreased the 2°BAs (M: −34.6%, F: −50.1%), and increased the non-6,12-OH BAs (M: 1.3-fold, F: 1.5-fold). TCDD increased the 6-OH BAs by 54% in male mice, but not in female mice (Fig. 4, top panels) . The enhanced biliary excretion of non-6,12-OH BAs in TCDD-exposed mice was mainly due to the 1.8-fold and 2.4-fold increase in the biliary excretion of TCDCA in male and female mice, or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day, livers and bile were collected. Liver weight is expressed as a percent of body weight (BW) (top). Bile flow rates were normalized to BW (middle) and liver weight (bottom). Bars represent means ± SE of mice per group. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT mice. Females (F), males (M), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 respectively. In addition to the enhanced excretion of TCDCA, the increased excretion of its 7β-epimer TUDCA in male mice (+74%), but not in female mice, also contributes to the augmented biliary excretion of non-6,12-OH BAs. In male mice, TCDD increased the biliary excretion of primary 6-OH BAs, TαMCA (1.3-fold) and TβMCA (+50%), but did not change the biliary excretion of secondary 6-OH BAs. In contrast to males, in female mice TCDD increased only the biliary excretion of TαMCA (1.6-fold) and αMCA (+93%), but not the excretion of TβMCA (Fig. 4 , top and middle panels). In addition, TCDD decreased the biliary excretion of secondary 6-OH BAs such as TωMCA (−67%) and THDCA (−55%) in female mice. This remarkable decrease in the biliary excretion of secondary 6-OH BAs after TCDD treatment contributed to the more pronounced decrease of 2°BAs in female than in male mice. In male mice, the only significant decrease in biliary excretion of TDCA (−75%) was responsible for the reduced biliary excretion of 2°BAs after AhR activation. A similar tendency was found in the biliary excretion of DCA after TCDD treatment in male mice, but that change was not statistically significant. Contrary to the increased formation and excretion of CDCA in TCDD-exposed mice, biliary excretion of TLCA was not affected either in male or female mice (Fig. 4, middle panels) . The relative percentage of each BA in bile is depicted in Fig. 5 . As expected, both male and female mice excreted almost exclusively T-BAs (M: 99.8%, F: 99.9%) and a minimal amount of unconjugated BAs. TCDD did not alter the relative proportion of T-BAs and U-BAs in either male or female mice (Fig. 5, top pie charts) . However, TCDD decreased the proportion of 2 0 BAs in both male (5.1% to 2.5%) and female mice (3.9% to 2.1%) (Fig. 5 , middle pie charts). The relative proportion of 12-OH BAs decreased in both males (−11.8%) and females (−5.6%), whereas the relative proportion of biliary non-6,12-OH-BAs almost doubled in male mice, and tripled in female mice. Interestingly, the biliary proportion of 6-OH BAs was relatively lower in corn oil treated female (34%) than male mice (41%). After TCDD treatment, the 6-OH BAs increased by 10.4% in male mice, but it did not change significantly in female mice (Fig. 5, bottom pie charts) . TCDD decreased Fig. 4 . Effect of TCDD on biliary excretion of total bile acids (top), individual T-conjugated bile acids (middle), and individual unconjugated bile acids (bottom) in WT male (blue bars) and female mice (red bars). Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day bile was collected for 40 min and the individual BAs were quantified by UPLC-MS/MS. Bars represent the mean ± SE of mice per group. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, Non-6-, non-12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), hyocholic acid (HCA), hyodeoxycholic acid (HDCA), lithocholic acid (LCA), Males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 the relative proportion of TCA and TωMCA in both genders, whereas TDCA decreased in male mice, and THDCA and TβMCA decreased in female mice. TCDD increased the relative proportion of TCDCA, TUDCA, and TαMCA in both genders. Surprisingly, TCDD treatment altered the relative proportion of TβMCA in male and female mice in opposite directions: in males, the relative proportion of TβMCA increased by 7.5%, whereas it decreased 5.3% in females. In AhR-null mice, TCDD treatment did not change the biliary excretion/composition of BAs (Supplemental Fig. 3 ).
3.4. Effects of TCDD on serum concentrations and composition of bile acids Fig. 6 depicts the concentrations of BAs in serum of corn oil-and TCDD-exposed mice. TCDD did not change the concentrations of Σ-BAs, T-BAs, U-BAs, 1°BAs, 6-OH BAs, or 12-OH BAs in either male or female mice. However, TCDD decreased the 2°BAs (−56%) and increased the non-6,12-OH BAs (+58%) in males, but not in females (Fig. 6, top  panels) . In male mice, TCDD increased the serum concentrations of TCDCA (1-fold), Tα + βMCA (1.5-fold), α-MCA (1.4-fold), LCA (1.3-fold), and THDCA (60%), whereas it decreased the serum Fig. 5 . Effect of TCDD on biliary composition of individual bile acids in WT male and female mice. Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day bile was collected for 40 min and the individual BAs were quantified by UPLC-MS/MS. Each section in pie charts and bars represent the mean proportion of an individual BA relative to the Σ-BA concentration. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT mice. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, Non-6-, non-12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), hyocholic acid (HCA), hyodeoxycholic acid (HDCA), lithocholic acid (LCA), Males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
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concentrations of TDCA (−99%), TωMCA (−68%), CA (−90%), βMCA (−77%), UDCA (−98%), DCA (−67%), and ωMCA (−67%) (Fig. 6 , left middle and bottom panels). Surprisingly, in female mice after TCDD treatment, the only statistically significant change was the 12.8-fold increase in the concentration of the non-6,12-OH BA TCDCA (Fig. 6 , right middle panel). It is interesting to note that after TCDD treatment several BAs in sera tended to show opposite changes in female mice compared to male mice. There was a marked tendency for an increase in serum concentrations of CA, βMCA, αMCA, ωMCA in TCDD-exposed female mice, however, because of the large variability, none of these changes were statistically significant. The relative percentage of each BA in serum is depicted in Fig. 7 . The relative proportion of U-BAs were 38% and 41% in male and female mice, respectively (Fig. 7, top panels) . TCDD decreased the relative percentage of U-BAs in male mice (−19%), but not in female mice. The relative proportion of 2°BAs was approximately 38% in male mice and 40% in female mice. TCDD decreased the fraction of 2°BAs by 17% in male mice and tended to decrease it in females. In serum, the most abundant BAs are the 12-OH BAs (M: 52%, F: 48%), followed by the 6-OH BAs (M: 43%, F: 43%), and non-6,12-OH BAs (M: 4.5%, F: 9.8%). TCDD did not alter the proportions of the major categories of BAs in male mice. Nonetheless, there was a tendency for a decrease in 12-OH BAs, and increase in 6-OH BAs and non-6,12-OH BAs (Fig. 7 . Bottom left pie charts). In female mice, TCDD tended to decrease the 12-OH BAs and non-6,12-OH BAs but increased the proportion of 6-OH BAs (to 54%). TCDD treatment of male mice increased the relative proportion of TCA (13.6%), Tα + βMCA (19.4%), TUDCA (0.32%), αMCA (1.46%), LCA (3.73%), whereas it decreased the relative percentage of TDCA (−3.6%), TωMCA (−11.2%), CA (−12.4%), DCA (−4%), and ωMCA (−2.8%) in serum (Fig. 7, left bar chart) . Interestingly, TCDD treatment of female mice produced a decrease only in serum DCA (−4.3%), although TCDD tended to decrease the relative proportion of TCA, CDCA, and LCA, and tended to increase Tα + βMCA, CA, and βMCA. TCDD did not alter the concentrations of Fig. 6 . Effect of TCDD on serum concentration of total bile acids (top), individual T-conjugated bile acids (middle), and individual unconjugated bile acids (bottom) in WT male (blue bars) and female mice (red bars). Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day blood was collected and the individual BAs were quantified in sera by UPLC-MS/MS. Bars represent the mean ± SE of mice per group. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT mice. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), hyodeoxycholic acid (HDCA), lithocholic acid (LCA), males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), Non 6-, non-12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 BAs in the serum of male and female AhR-null mice, with the exceptions of CDCA (−54%) and αMCA (−62%), which were decreased in the sera of male mice (Suppl. Fig. 4 ).
3.5. Effects of TCDD on mRNA expression of major BA synthesizing enzymes and major hepatic regulating factors of BA homeostasis
The top panel of Fig. 8 demonstrates the mRNA expression of the major bile acid synthetic enzymes. TCDD did not change the mRNA expression of Cyp7a1, the rate-limiting enzyme in the classical pathway, either in male or female mice. The Cyp27a1 enzyme is responsible for the side chain hydroxylation in both the classical and alternative pathway. TCDD did not alter the gene expression of Cyp27a1 in male mice but decreased it 50% in female mice. Cyp7b1 is responsible for 7α-hydroxylation in the alternative pathway. TCDD significantly decreased the mRNA expression of Cyp7b1 in male mice (−73%), but only tended to decrease it in female mice. The complementary decrease in the mRNA expression of Cyp27a1 and Cyp7b1 Fig. 7 . Effect of TCDD on serum composition of individual bile acids in WT male and female mice. Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day blood was collected and the individual BAs were quantified in sera by UPLC-MS/MS. Each section in pie charts and bars represent the mean proportion of an individual BA relative to the Σ-BA concentration. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT. Primary bile acids (1°BAs), secondary bile acids (2°BAs), 6-hydroxylated bile acids (6-OH), 12α-hydroxylated (12-OH) bile acids, cholic acid (CA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), females (F), hyodeoxycholic acid (HDCA), lithocholic acid (LCA), males (M), muricholic acid (MCA), Non-6-, non 12α-hydroxylated bile acids (non-6,12-OH), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), T-conjugated bile acids (T-BAs), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), unconjugated bile acids (U-BAs), ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 indicates the downregulation of the alternative bile acid synthetic pathway in both male and female mice after TCDD injection. TCDD did not change the mRNA expression of the BA conjugation enzymes in male mice but decreased the mRNA expression of Baat (−38%) and Bal (−50%) in female mice. The mRNA expression of sterol 12α-hydroxylase (Cyp8b1) was markedly reduced in both male (−66%) and female (−79%) mice after TCDD administration. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 demonstrates the effects of TCDD on the hepatic regulators of BA homeostasis. TCDD did not alter the gene expression of the major hepatic regulators of BA homeostasis. In contrast, TCDD decreased the mRNA expression of Lrh1 (−24%), HNF4α (33%), and Fgfr4 (−42%) in female mice.
TCDD given to AhR-null mice did not cause any significant changes in BA synthetic enzymes in either male or female mice. However, TCDD tended to decrease the mRNA expression of Cyp7a1 and increase Shp (+27%) and β-Klotho (1.5-fold) in male AhR-null mice (Suppl. Fig. 5 ).
3.6. Effects of TCDD on mRNA expression of major hepatic sinusoidal uptake, canalicular and basolateral efflux transporters
The top panel of Fig. 9 demonstrates the effect of TCDD on basolateral uptake transporters in male and female mice. TCDD markedly decreased the mRNA expression of male predominant Oat1a1 (Cheng et al., 2006) in both male (−84%) and female (−96%) mice. In female mice, in addition to Oatp1a1, the gene expression of the unconjugated BA transporter Oatp1b2 (Csanaky et al., 2011) was also decreased (−41%) by TCDD. In female mice, TCDD slightly increased the mRNA expression of Ent1 (+5%). The middle panel of Fig. 9 shows that TCDD did not alter the mRNA expression of the canalicular efflux transporters, except for Abcg5, which increased in male (+81%) but decreased in female (−34%) mice. In male mice, the mRNA expression of Mdr1b tended to increase, but it was not statistically significant. The bottom panel of Fig. 9 demonstrates the effect of TCDD on the mRNA expression of the basolateral efflux transporters. TCDD increased the mRNA of Mrp4 in male (1.4-fold) and female (+53%) mice. In female mice, TCDD decreased the mRNA expression of Mrp1 (−48%) and Ostβ (−45%).
In AhR-null mice, after TCDD treatment, the marked decrease in mRNA expression of Oatp1a1 was absent, even more, its gene expression tended to increase in both males and females. In addition, the mRNA expression of Oatp1a4 significantly increased in male AhR-null mice. Similarly to male WT mice, the gene expression of Abcg5 also significantly increased in male AhR-null mice. In female AhR-null mice, there were no significant changes in hepatic transporters, except Mrp6 (+58%). The mRNA expression of Ostα was strongly induced by TCDD in female AhR null mice, but because of high variability it was not significant (Suppl. Fig. 6 ).
3.7. Effects of TCDD on mRNA expression of major ileal BA apical and basolateral transporters, and regulating factors of BA homeostasis
The top panels of Fig. 10 compare the mRNA expression of apical transporters in the ilea after corn oil or TCDD treatment of WT male and female mice. TCDD did not change any of the quantified apical BA/ cholesterol transporters in either male or female mice. TCDD did not affect the mRNA expression of the ileal regulators of BA homeostasis, with the exceptions of a decrease in Fxr (−30%) in male mice, and an increase of Shp (+95%) in female mice (Fig. 10, middle panels) . The bottom panels of Fig. 10 depict changes in basolateral transporters in the ilea after TCDD treatment. TCDD caused significant changes in the mRNA expression of basolateral transporters only in male mice, but not in female mice. In male mice, the gene expression of Ostβ was I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 decreased 35%, whereas the mRNA expression of Mrp2 was increased by 48% following TCDD treatment. In AhR-null mice, TCDD did not change the mRNA expression of any quantified ileal BA transporter or regulatory factor in female mice (Suppl. Fig. 7, right panels) . Surprisingly, TCDD induced the mRNA expression of Fgf15 by 58% and tended to increase gene expression of another intestinal Fxr target gene, Shp. In contrast to WT mice, TCDD did not alter the mRNA expression of Ostβ and tended to increase Mrp2 in AhR-null mice. However, the gene expression of basolateral transporter Abca1 was significantly induced by TCDD in AhR-null male mice (Suppl. Fig. 7 , left panels).
Discussion
TCDD is a potent compound which produces a complex and diverse toxicity. Specific toxicological features of TCDD originate from its chemical structure, which allows binding to the AhR, minimal biotransformation, and accumulation in high fat containing tissues. One of the characteristic properties of TCDD is delayed lethality, which usually occurs between 1 and 6 weeks after a single exposure to TCDD. Before death, animals undergo a significant weight loss, which is known as the wasting syndrome (Pohjanvirta and Tuomisto, 1994) . The progressive dose-related loss of body weight in mice starts 4 to 6 days after exposure to TCDD. The serum concentration of the BA precursor cholesterol does not change within 4 days, but decreases by the 8th day, and then increases by 17-21 days after TCDD exposure (Chapman and Schiller, 1985) . Persistent activation of the AhR and alteration of the expression of its target genes mediate TCDD toxicity that typically requires weeks to develop, which means activation of the AhR may evoke indirect secondary pathophysiological responses. For instance, the immune signaling genes in liver are induced a week after TCDD administration, following immune cell infiltration (Boverhof et al., 2005) . Besides the I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) 48-61 importance of AhR in the toxicological processes, it is also involved in the regulation of cell cycle, stem cells, immune functions, and the endocrine system (Bock, 2017b; Bock, 2017a) To assess the short-term direct effects of AhR activation, two factors should be considered: (1) effective induction of AhR target genes such as Cyp1a1, and (2) evaluation before the obvious onset of the wasting syndrome, which is approximately on the 7th day after the first exposure to TCDD (Chapman and Schiller, 1985; Kelling et al., 1985) . Based on these considerations, in this study the mice were exposed for 4 consecutive days with 37 μg/kg TCDD i.p. and examined on the 5th day. This exposure induces the AhR target gene Cyp1a1 up to 1200-fold without changing the gene expression of AhR (Petrick and Klaassen, 2007) , and without significant changes in body weight.
This short term exposure to TCDD produced the most marked changes in the BA concentrations in the liver, in comparison to the serum and bile. TCDD decreased the BA concentrations by approximately 50% in liver of both male and female mice (Fig. 1) . In contrast, TCDD did not alter the BA concentrations in livers of AhR-null mice (Suppl . Fig. 1) ; this indicates that the short term changes in BA homeostasis after TCDD are AhR-dependent. Similarly in rats, TCDD (60 μg/kg) decreased the concentration of BAs in liver 7 days after exposure (Kakizuka et al., 2015) . However, after repeated oral exposure to TCDD for one month, the BA concentration in livers of mice increased . These data call attention to the effects of TCDD during the early stage (within one week after TCDD exposure) compared to the long term effects of TCDD, when secondary mechanisms are likely to contribute to changes in BA homeostasis.
Contrary to the 50% decrease of BAs in the liver (Fig. 1) , TCDD surprisingly did not change the mRNA expression of the major rate limiting BA synthetic enzyme Cyp7a1, but decreased the gene expression of the alternative pathway enzymes in both male and female WT mice (Fig. 8) . In contrast, after long term exposure to TCDD, Cyp7a1 Fig. 10 . Effect of TCDD on mRNA expression of BA regulators and transporters in ilea of WT male (blue bars) and female (red bars) mice. Corn oil (vehicle) or TCDD (37 μg/kg) was administered daily (IP) for 4 days to male and female mice (at least 6 mice per treatment group). On the 5th day ilea were harvested. Total RNA was analyzed by QuantiGene Plex 2.0 Assay, as well as by RT-qPCR. Relative mRNA levels were calculated with vehicle controls set as 100%. Bars represent the relative percentage mRNA expression ± SE of mice per group. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) from the respective value of the WT. ATP-binding cassette (Abc), Apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (Asbt), Farnesoid X Receptor (Fxr), females (F), Fibroblast growth factor (Fgf), I-babp (ileal bile acid binding protein), Liver x receptor a (Lxra), males (M), Multidrug resistance-associated protein (Mrp), Nieman-Pick c1-like 1 (Npc1l1), Organic solute transporter (Ost), total bile acids (Σ-BAs), Small heterodimer partner (Shp), 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), Transmembrane G protein-coupled receptor 5 (Tgr5), wild-type mice (WT). Color image is available in the online version of the article.
I.L. Csanaky et al. Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology 343 (2018) [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] mRNA was decreased by 21-30 days Fader et al., 2017) . Likewise, there were no changes in the mRNA expression of the major regulators of BA homeostasis in the liver, namely Fxr-Shp, Lrh1, Hnf4α, and Fgfr4-βklotho (Fig. 8) . Similar to the liver, there were no meaningful changes in the mRNA expression of the regulators of BA homeostasis in the ileum (Fxr, Shp, Fgf15) after TCDD exposure. Taken together, short term i.p. administration of TCDD has minimal impact on the major BA regulatory pathways (intestinal Fxr-Fgf15 and hepatic Fxr-Shp pathways) and the rate limiting classical BA synthetic enzyme (Cyp7a1) in WT mice. The mechanism by which TCDD lowers BA concentration in the liver is unknown, but surprisingly, the short term activation of constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) has very similar consequences in repressing Cyp8b1 expression and reducing the BA concentration in liver (Lickteig et al., 2016) . It is known that TCDD increases the expression of CAR and its downstream genes in mice (Petrick and Klaassen, 2007) . Changes in CAR expression may also cause changes in crosstalk between CAR and other nuclear receptors (Xiao et al., 2010) . In addition, TCDD in Nrf2-null mice downregulates the Cyp8b1 and the enzymes of alternative pathway more than in WT mice, indicating the potential role of oxidative stress, especially in the long term regulation of BA homeostasis . Taken together, short term AhR activation may have complex effects on bile acid synthetic enzymes and transporters without a direct influence on FXR-orchestrated major regulatory pathways. Further research is needed to clarify the role and the relationship of AhR/CAR/Nrf2 in the regulation of BA homeostasis after TCDD exposure. It has to be also noted that changes in mRNA gene expression are not always parallel with translation and function of proteins. The protein levels and enzyme/transporter activities were not quantified in this study due to technical limitations. Mouse specific antibodies and substrates of many isoforms of enzymes, transporters and nuclear receptors are not available. Hopefully in the future, complex quantitative proteomic and functional analyses will be easily available to understand the changes in the abundance and functions of the proteins of BA homeostasis after TCDD exposure.
TCDD produced the most noticeable decrease in 12-OH BAs in liver, namely CA and its taurine conjugate TCA and their 7α-dehydroxy metabolites, DCA and TDCA ( Fig. 1 and 2) . The 12α-hydroxylation of BAs is performed by only one liver-specific enzyme, Cyp8b1 (Gafvels et al., 1999; Vlahcevic et al., 2000) . In accordance with the decreased 12-OH BAs, TCDD markedly decreased Cyp8b1 expression in both male and female WT mice (Fig. 8) , but not in AhR-null mice (Suppl. Fig. 5 ). This finding suggests that Cyp8b1 is regulated by AhR activation, which determines the ratio of the two human 1°BAs, CA and CDCA, and the hydrophobicity of the BA pool. However, in rodents, the dihydroxy CDCA (and UDCA) are further metabolized to trihydroxy 6-OH α-and βMCA. Similarly in Cyp8b1-null mice, α-and βMCA replace the missing 12-OH CA and its metabolites (Li-Hawkins et al., 2002) . It is known that rodent specific 6-OH BAs (MCAs) act as FXR antagonists in the intestine, which can decrease the downregulation of Cyp7a1 (through the Fgf15-Fgfr4 pathway) and eventually increase BAs in the body (Sayin et al., 2013) . Therefore it can be hypothesized that downregulation of Cyp8b1 may have different consequences in rodents than in humans, because humans do not produce MCAs, which are FXR antagonists, and the hydrophobicity indices of the tri-OH MCAs indicate that TαMCA and TβMCA are even more hydrophilic than TCA itself (Heuman, 1989) .
Even though TCDD decreased the Σ-BA concentration in liver, it did not decrease the biliary excretion of BAs (Fig. 4) . It is important to note that the biliary excretion of TCA and CA were maintained at the same rate as in control mice, even though TCA and its 12-OH metabolites are less in the livers of TCDD exposed mice (Fig. 1) . However the biliary excretion of the biologically more active FXR agonist (CDCA) and antagonist (MCAs) increased. The biliary excretion of non-6,12-OH BAs (mainly TCDCA) was markedly enhanced (M: 1.3-fold, F: 1.5-fold) by TCDD, however the portion of these BAs is relatively low in mice. In addition the biliary excretion of 6-OH BA TαMCA in male and female mice (+TβMCA in males) increased. As a consequence of these changes, the fraction of 12-OH BAs (mainly TCA) decreased in bile, whereas the proportion of non-6,12-OH BAs (mainly TCDCA and TUDCA) in both sexes and 6-OH BAs (MCA) increased in males (Fig. 5) .
TCDD decreased the concentrations of 2°BAs, especially (T)DCA and (T)ωMCA in liver, bile, and serum. 2°BAs are formed in the intestine by the gut microbiota. The 7α/β-dehydroxylation of 1°BAs is mainly processed by Clostridia (Uchida et al., 1999; Wells et al., 2000) . CDCA and MCAs inhibit the germination of Clostridium difficile (Sorg and Sonenshein, 2010; Francis et al., 2013) . It can be hypothesized that increased biliary excretion of TCDCA and the MCAs into the intestine may inhibit the bacterial 7α/β-dehydroxylation activity of Clostridia, and thus contribute to the reduced formation of 2°BAs. TCDD can alter the intestinal microbiome when given orally (Lefever et al., 2016) but probably has fewer effects when it is given i.p.
The results of the current research indicate again that the concentrations of serum BAs do not reflect changes in BA homeostasis in the liver (Hofmann and Hagey, 2014) . TCDD did not alter the total serum BA concentration in WT mice (Fig. 6) , contrary to the markedly lower BA content of the liver. In female mice, TCDD decreased the UBAs in serum of male but not in female mice. TCDD exposure decreased Oatp1b2 in female, but not in male mice (Fig. 9 ). Because Oatp1b2 is responsible for the hepatic uptake of U-BAs (Csanaky et al., 2011) , this may be the mechanism for the gender difference in serum levels of UBAs (Fig. 6 ). Similar gender differences in Oatp1b2 expression and UBAs were observed in aging male and female mice (Fu et al., 2012) .
In summary, after i.p. administration of the model AhR activator, TCDD decreased BAs in mouse liver without significant impact on Cyp7a1 and the major BA homeostasis regulator of the hepatic and intestinal FXR pathways. However, AhR activation suppressed the 12α-hydroxylase Cyp8b1. The downregulation of Cyp8b1 decreased the relative abundance of 12-OH BAs and increased the concentration and biliary excretion of TCDCA and its metabolites (mainly TαMCA) without changing bile flow. All of these changes were absent in AhRnull mice after i.p. injection of TCDD.
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